Australia
PM’s
adviser:
climate change is UN hoax to
create new world order

Maurice Newman, chairman of Tony Abbott’s business advisory
council, says UN is using debunked climate change science to
impose authoritarian rule.
The Australian prime minister’schief business adviser has
accused the United Nations of using debunked climate change
science to lead a new world order – provocative claims made to
coincide with a visit from the top UN climate negotiator.
Christiana Figueres, who heads the UN framework convention on
climate change, touring Australia this week, urged the country
to move away from heavily polluting coal production.

Maurice Newman wrote: ‘It’s about a new world order under
the control of the UN.’
Under Tony Abbott’s leadership, Australia has been reluctant
to engage in global climate change politics, unsuccessfully
attempting to keep the issue off the agenda of the G20
leaders’ summit in Brisbane last year.Maurice Newman, the
chairman of Abbott’s business advisory council and a climate
change sceptic with a history of making provocative
statements, said the UN was using false models showing
sustained temperature increases to end democracy and impose
authoritarian rule.
“The real agenda is concentrated political authority,” Newman
wrote in an opinion piece published in the Australian
newspaper. “Global warming is the hook. It’s about a new world
order under the control of the UN..
“It is opposed to capitalism and freedom and has made
environmental catastrophism a household topic to achieve its
objective.”
Figueres used an address in Melbourne to urge Australia to
move away from coal, the country’s second-largest export, as

the world grapples with global warming.
“Economic diversification will be a challenge that Australia
faces,” she said.
Abbott has described coal as “good for humanity” and the
“foundation of prosperity” for the foreseeable future.
Figueres also urged Australia to play a leading role at the
climate summit in Paris in December, a call unlikely to be
heeded given Abbott’s track record.
At the Brisbane G20 meeting, he warned that the Paris summit
would fail if world leaders decided to put cutting carbon
emissions ahead of economic growth.
At home, Abbott, who in 2009 said the science behind climate
change was “crap”, repealed a tax on carbon pricing and
abolished the independent Climate Commission advisory body.
Asked on the Canberra leg of her trip if the politics around
renewable energy was as toxic elsewhere in the world, Figueres
said: “No. At the global level what we see is increased
participation of renewables, increased investment
renewables, increased excitement about renewables.”

in

Abbott’s office and the UN did not immediately respond to
requests for comment.
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SCRIPTURE & THOUGHTS:
“And the ten horns which you saw are ten kings which have
received no kingdom as of yet, but receive power as kings one
hour with the beast. These have one mind…” Revelation 17:12-13

The prophecy must come to pass that there are ten kings,
united in one cause who have received no kingdom ready to meet
the judgments that are to fall upon the earth. The dragon has
seven heads, five were fallen, which are the five kingdoms of
the world: Babylon, Media-Persia, Greece, Pagan Roman Empire,
Papal Roman Empire. Then it says that one kingdom in the
vision was: this was America, at which time the Papacy is
given a renewed worldwide reverence as the woman who sits
enthroned upon the dragon, even though she is that very same
woman who persecuted the saints in the dark ages and has not
changed according to God’s Word. At this time when she is
mounting up her power in the time of America, it is said “I
will show you the judgment of the great whore (the Papacy) who
sits upon many waters (enthroned in the midst of people,
nations, tongues, etc.)”. On September 24th, it was the Day of
atonement, the “Day of judgment”, in the Bible. It was in
America that the Papacy addressed the legislative committee of
the United States of America, the United States Congress, and
was received with equal honors on the scale of a newly elected
president: a sign indeed that the prophecy brought to view for
John in the days of America is brought to view for us in it’s
beginning phase. It shows forth the heart of America as being
the key proponent of exalting the Papacy. At this time, we see
the formation of a “Sustainable Development Agenda” put forth
by the United Nations, and ratified in Paris.
This will go into effect for 2016, and changes will begin
taking place in 2020 according to the United Nations. This
however is the development of a united effort to bring new
legislative powers, a new kind of kingdom, into dominance. Do
not be fooled. This agenda is bringing this “world order” into
fruition thus fulfilling this prophecy. By that time, it will
be too late to choose for Christ, because the judgments will
be ripe to fall. However, the Papacy will be exalting from
this time until then, and gain more and more power, and will
be drunk with the power she is given, her and all who profess
Christianity and desire political legislative enactments to

sustain it’s cause, because God’s hand is not sustaining it.
This will happen until the kings of the earth, who set up this
system while the Papacy is enthroned upon the nations, will
realize they are lost. Thus fulfilling the prophecy:
“And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the beast, these
shall hate the whore, and shall make her desolate and naked,
and shall eat her flesh, and burn her with fire.” (Rev. 17:16)
God’s judgment is fulfilled on this unholy woman, because she
has played the harlot. Thus fulfilling the words in the
judgment of God:
“And the daughter of any priest, if she profane herself by
playing the whore, she profaneth her father: she shall be
burnt with fire.”
(Lev 21:9)

